National RTAP ADA Toolkit

T

he purpose of
this toolkit is to
help rural transit managers understand the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)
requirements for public transit providers
under the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 (ADA), and to help rural transit systems comply with the ADA requirements that
apply to them. The ADA prohibits discrimination against and ensures equal opportunity for
persons with disabilities in employment, state
and local government services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation.
The information in this toolkit focuses on U.S.
DOT regulations in 49 CFR Part 37-Transportation
Services for Individuals with Disabilities (ADA)
and 49 CFR Part 38-Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) Accessibility Specifications for Transportation Vehicles. This toolkit also refers extensively to
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Circular 4710.1,
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): Guidance as
well as other federal guidance, standards, and technical assistance. The end of this section of the toolkit
provides links to these and other key ADA-related
regulations, standards, and guidance documents that
are referenced throughout the toolkit.
Section 5311-funded rural public transit systems are
the primary audience for this toolkit. State Section
5311 program staff may also find this toolkit useful
in understanding the ADA requirements that apply
to their Section 5311 subrecipients. The toolkit
focuses on the requirements for public entities that
operate fixed-route or demand response bus services. Rail and ferry transit modes are also covered by the ADA, but are not addressed in this
toolkit. While many ADA requirements apply to

all transportation
providers, some
requirements differ
depending
upon whether the
agency providing the service is
a public entity or
a private entity.
However, if a
private contractor is providing
transportation services under contract or
other arrangement or relationship (including
a grant, subgrant, or cooperative agreement)
with a public entity, the private entity must
abide by the regulations that apply to the public entity as if the public entity was directly
operating the service [Section 37.23]. The
private entity is regarded as “standing in the
shoes” of the public entity. See Section 1.3.2
of the FTA ADA Circular for a discussion on
“standing in the shoes” applicability.
Importantly, the information included in this
toolkit is presented as technical assistance,
and is not legal advice. A transit agency with
a question or specific situation that is not
addressed in the U.S. DOT ADA regulations
or U.S. DOT or FTA guidance documents
may wish to request technical assistance
from their Regional Civil Rights Officer at
their FTA Regional Office or the FTA Headquarters Office of Civil Rights through FTA’s
Contact Us web tool by selecting the “Civil
Rights & Accessibility” category when submitting a question or its toll-free hotline at
(888) 446-4511, and/or seek legal counsel. It

ADA Toolkit—cont’d from cover
must be stressed that the U.S. DOT ADA regulations are
legal requirements, not FTA program requirements. Individuals who feel they have been subject to discrimination
have the right to seek remediation independently through
the legal system.
While this toolkit is not an exhaustive collection of requirements, it is meant to give rural transit managers an overview
of their responsibilities under the ADA statute and regulations to provide accessible, nondiscriminatory service. For
some topics, examples of suggested practices are introduced. The first section is a listing of ADA requirements
common to all service types as well as by service type. This
is a good place for a new rural transit manager to start. The

rest of the toolkit is broken into various topics that apply
to the majority of agencies providing public transportation.
All of the sections contain links to information sources and
related resources. There are also Questions and Answers
(Q&As), New Developments, and a Glossary that compiles
the definitions that are introduced in this toolkit. We have
also provided ADA Policy Templates for different service
types.
A copy of the toolkit is available on the National RTAP
website. Beth Hamby and Buffy Ellis, KFH Group, and
Cara Marcus, National RTAP, provided an overview of the
updated toolkit's sections, features, and functionality during
a recent webinar.

Lively Paratransit Instructional
Program – Preventative
Maintenance Inspections

B

ased on the results compiled from various statewide reviews, many small agencies who are outsourcing maintenance are experiencing issues with
preventative maintenance (PM) inspections. Statewide
reviews revealed that several outsourced locations do not
check and repair all the required components as outlined
in federal, state, and agency rules, plans, and regulations.
As a result, agencies are seeing increases in unscheduled
repairs, more frequent vehicle removal from service due
to serious safety issues in certain components, and surges
of costs due to repeated repairs. Improved communication
between agencies and outsourced contractors would help to
identify the agency’s expectations of repairs in compliance
with state rules and regulations.
Lively Paratransit Instructional Program (LPIP) provides
technician training at the shop, free of charge to the agency.
LPIP also provides basic vehicle related technical training. All LPIP training adheres to FDOT standards, expectations, and the PM program. If interested, visit the LPIP
website www.LivelyPIP.com
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SPOTLIGHT—Lynn Anthony (Tony) Brandin, FDOT Transit
Operations Manager

E

ach SPOTLIGHT highlights one of our many energetic Florida RTAP transit professionals and allows
these individuals to introduce themselves in their own
words. In this issue, the SPOTLIGHT is on Lynn Anthony
(Tony) Brandin, FDOT Transit Operations Manager.
Name: Lynn Anthony (Tony)
Brandin
Title: FDOT Transit Operations
Manager (Central Office)

Biggest Challenge in Paratransit/Rural Transit: The
COVID-19 pandemic has introduced so many challenges
to transit. Ensuring a platform is available for agency staff
to continue having opportunities and access to training and
professional development courses offered through FDOT
programs during this time is a major challenge.
Personal Benefit of Working in Paratransit/Rural Transit:
Being a part of such an important service which assists so
many!

Education: Associate of Arts, Florida Certified Supervisory Manager,
Florida Certified Public Manager

Personal Background: I have recently relocated to the Tallahassee area after spending most of my life in the western Florida panhandle. I am married to my beautiful wife
Michelle who is also a FDOT employee. We enjoy living
here and like to explore when we have the opportunity.

Professional History: BMW Master Automobile Technician, BMW Shop Foreman, ASE Master Automobile Technician, Okaloosa County Fleet Division Manager

Inspiration: My grandparents. They taught me some of the
most important things one could learn about being a good
person.

Years Working with Current Agency: Less than one.

Favorite Candy: Chocolate anything!

Years Working in Transit Industry: I have been involved
with automotive repair along with shop and fleet management for over 30 years combined.

My Motto: Treat people like you want them to treat you.
If you are going to do something, do it to the best of your
abilities.

Birthplace: North Carolina

Biggest Surprise in Paratransit/Rural Transit: The number
of agencies which provide rural and paratransit services
across the state.

Florida RTAP Year in Review

T

hank you all for participating in the Florida
Rural Transit Assistance Program (RTAP)
this year. Despite the challenges of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the RTAP community was
able to make and grow connections using the listserv, social media, and website. We transitioned all
of our trainings and events online and we were able
to connect with 1,431 participants.
While we don’t know when we’ll be able to be in
person again, your participation and enthusiasm has
made the RTAP community stronger.

Thank you for another
successful year!

2,181 3,851
COVID-19 resource
guide views

88

new
listserv
members

website
users

2020

Year in Review

1,431

training
attendees

298
listserv
posts

25

training
sessions
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FDOT Triennial Compliance Review

A

quarterly feature of the RTAP bulletin will highlight the FDOT Triennial Compliance Review. The
three main parts are bus system safety, preventative maintenance, and drug and alcohol. Each program has
provided a brief introduction to their specific section and
requirements. Supplemental issues will provide additional
details about the review process.
Virtual Triennial Review Process
The compliance review team is responsible for ensuring the
safety and security of transit operations and providing technical assistance to over 300 agencies within seven district
offices throughout the state of Florida. Therefore, compliance triennial reviews are scheduled with considerations of
location and operating time constraints imposed by rules
and regulations, thus making it very difficult to reschedule
them during normal operations. Emergencies occasionally
arise, resulting in profound impacts to the review schedule.
The current COVID-19 pandemic crisis has prolonged these
schedule impacts, and rescheduling challenges have been
exacerbated by travel bans and many other consequences.
Travel is an essential element of triennial compliance
reviews due to onsite review requirements. Once the Governor and the University of South Florida (USF) officials
issued a travel ban, the Compliance Oversight and Technical
Assistance (COTA) team met to determine how to continue
providing technical assistance and compliance reviews in a
safe and efficient manner. The COTA team developed virtual
review procedures to resume triennial compliance reviews
and adhered the updated schedule to the original schedule
as much as possible. The established and approved Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) requires the agency provides all
documents via Box the day prior to the scheduled virtual
visit. Reviewers have access to the documents to prepare for
the virtual review. Ride along reviews are conducted virtually using video frames from onboard cameras. Safety sensi-

tive documents, like security plans, are not submitted virtually, but are reviewed in real time during the virtual review.
The virtual review is conducted using various technology
platforms like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, or others that fit the
needs of the agencies and of the district office, to remain as
flexible as possible. There is one main room, established via
a link sent prior to the virtual review, where all attendants
convene for the entry interview and for the exit interview at
the end of the review. The day of the review, the consultant
opens additional virtual rooms where other portions of the
review are conducted. Once the entry interview concludes,
the safety review team logs in an assigned virtual room, the
maintenance team logs in to another virtual room, and other
reviewers log in to a different room if necessary. The safety
team proceeds to conduct the review using web cams and
screen sharing to evaluate compliance of the remaining documents. The maintenance team observes pre-trip inspections
and conducts vehicle inspections in the same way. The maintenance portion of the review requires at least two agency
personnel, one to hold the device with the camera and the
other to conduct the inspection. Both must follow the instructions of the reviewer, ensuring that all elements are reviewed.
The established SOP, the flexibility of the district offices and
the COTA team, along with the ability of the agencies to
provide necessary documents, allows compliance reviews to
continue with the same quality technical assistance and with
minimal interruptions in the schedule.
Substance Abuse Management Program
Requirements for “5310-Only” Agencies
The Federal Transit Administration’s Section 5310 Program
provides formula funding to the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) for the purpose of assisting private
nonprofit groups in meeting the transportation needs of older
adults and people with disabilities. Sub-recipients of only
Section 5310 funding from FDOT are often referred to as
“5310-only agencies”.
To minimize barriers for social and human service agencies providing much needed transportation, FTA exempts a
“5310-only” agency from the FTA drug and alcohol testing
rule, 49 CFR Part 655, which applies to grantees and subrecipients of other types of funding, such as Section
5311.
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Compliance Review—cont’d from pg 5
Although “5310-only” agencies are not subject to FTA drug
and alcohol testing regulations, FDOT requires the adoption
of minimum substance abuse policy provisions, as part of the
agency’s Transportation Operating Procedure (TOP). The
FDOT TOP template includes two types of Substance Abuse
Management policies. The first is applicable to the agency’s
employees and volunteers who operate vehicles which do not
require a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) to operate.
These employees are not subject to drug and alcohol testing under state statute or federal rule. However, employers
are permitted to implement NON-DOT (non-federal) testing
programs if they elect to do so.
The second policy is applicable to employees and volunteers
who operate vehicles that require the driver to hold a CDL.
The drivers of CDL-required vehicles are covered by the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) drug
and alcohol testing regulation, codified as 49 CFR Part 382.

FMCSA Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse, train supervisors
and perform federal testing on covered employees in the
following circumstances: Pre-employment, Random, PostAccident and Reasonable Suspicion. Employers who offer a
“second chance” to violating employees must also conduct
post violation Return-to-Duty and Follow-Up tests. Furthermore, the drug and alcohol testing must be performed in
accordance with the USDOT procedural rule codified as, 49
CFR Part 40.
To assist agencies in their compliance with FDOT and
FMCSA requirements, FDOT has created a Substance Abuse
Management webpage specific to “5310-only” agencies. The
webpage is a repository for policy templates, recorded training webinars and links to available resources. Of particular
note is a newly produced video that helps explain the requirements that are applicable to “5310-only” agencies under state
and federal rule: https://sam.cutr.usf.edu/5310-only/

The FMCSA regulation, 49 CFR Part 382 requires employers to develop a compliant policy, conduct queries of the new

Florida RTAP to Moderate National RTAP Twitter Chat on Rural
Transit Training

O

n January 19, 2021, Florida RTAP will be joined
by Grant County Transportation District (PeopleMover) moderating a National RTAP Twitter
Chat about Rural Transit Training. This will provide RTAP
managers and transit trainers an opportunity to share training topics, strategies, and techniques with representatives
from across the country.
Any agency interested in participating will need to RSVP
to Natioanl RTAP: www.nationalrtap.org/Technical-Assistance/Peer-Roundtables-and-Chats

Rural Transit Training
#RuralTransitTraining

Twitter Chat

Tuesday, January 19, 2021
2:00-3:00 PM ET

We'll Tweet with you soon! Follow Florida RTAP on Twitter https://twitter.com/floridartap

Florida Compliance Oversight
and Technical Assistance (COTA)
Website
www.floridarcota.org
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"Gold Star" Moment—Transit Heroes Edition

E

ach quarterly bulletin we will share
your agency news, best practices, and success stories with
the RTAP community. Every
transit agency has numerous
successes, which may be beneficial to others throughout
the state! These "Gold Star"
moments highlight where an
employee went above and beyond,
exceeded customer service expectations, training successes,
or any other stories that highlight the great work being done
by Florida’s rural transit community.
Life has significantly changed for all of us in recent months.
COVID-19 has impacted transit in ways that we never
thought could happen. And in today’s environment, we’ve
been hearing many stories of how agencies and their staff
have contributed in a meaningful way to positively affect the
health and wellbeing of their community.
Manatee County Area Transit (MCAT)
MCAT has been assisting Manatee County Neighborhood Services and the community by
transporting meals from the
Meals on Wheels Warehouse to
a local church food pantry location. Since the pandemic, their
food distribution has grown from
feeding approximately 20 families to over 90 families, which
ultimately required the church
to make multiple trips in cars to
transport the additional needed
meals. MCAT is able to assist
them by transporting this food to
their pantry in a single weekly trip, where a team of volunteers at the church bring the pallets of food into storage.
Additionally, MCAT transports pallets of packaged food to
different locations throughout Manatee County assisting the
Manatee Feeding Working Group weekly.

Have something to share?
Submit your “Gold Star” Moments to be featured in
the next issue of the RTAP Newsletter! Fill out the
form available online.

Barbara Irizarry, Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
(PSTA)
Barbara Irizarry has been employed
with PSTA for over 16 years as a Bus
Operator. Throughout those years,
Barbara has always exemplified
excellence in safety and customer
service. Whether patrons or fellow
employees, Barbara is always constantly striving to help people. She
is full of energy and passes on a happy attitude to all.
Barbara’s love for her job permeates into her actions. She
treats everyone with the utmost respect and dignity and goes
above and beyond to help people, not only by safely transporting them, but by making it an enjoyable and happy experience. Upon entering her bus, people not only encounter a
well-dressed driver who makes an extra effort to pleasantly
greet them, but quickly realize that her love of people and of
her job make her an outstanding citizen of the community.
Barbara took this to a higher level when she met a passenger
who she felt needed extra attention. After conversing with
him, she asked him if he needed any help with things and
Barbara kicked into action from there. On her own time, she
brought several people together who went to his home, which
was in dire need of cleaning and restoring and over a period of
time, they helped him get his home and life back. Video about
Barabara's story: www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOFLPIpIPfI.
MV Transportation
Since 2003, MV Transportation
has served as the Community
Transportation Coordinator (CTC)
for Alachua County. The Safety
Board was from our recent Safety
Blitz focusing on Pedestrian
Safety and Distracted Driving as
we enter the school year with public school students as well
as the annual influx of students to the University of Florida.
The board features pictures of our drivers and staff that have
demonstrated unwavering dedication in serving the most
vulnerable citizens of Alachua County. We are very proud of
all of our employees that have sacrificed so that our passengers can continue to get to their life-sustaining
activities. As the board says, they are truly
heroes for the disadvantaged.

www.floridartap.org/a-gold-star-moment-to-share
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2021 Upcoming Events
The classes and conferences listed below are sponsored by the Florida Department of Transportation and the
Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University of South Florida in Tampa. If you would like to
attend any of the courses, you will find a course announcement and registration form for each course at www.
floridartap.org in the Training Calendar section. Click on the course name to download or view training class
details. If you have an idea for a training course or would like to host a course, please contact Stephanie Lewis
at zavacki@cutr.usf.edu.

January 11-15, 2021
Transit Bus System Safety (FT00533)—HART,
Tampa, FL
January 15, 2021
SMS Principles for SSO Programs (FT00570)1—
Tampa, FL
February 22-26, 2021
Transit Supervisor Certification Course
(FT00545)—Tampa, FL

Save the Date: June 2-4, 2021
Safety, Security, and Emergency Management
Considerations for FTA Capital Projects
(FT00551)
Save the Date: August 30-September 3, 2021
Advanced Problems in Bus Collision Investigation
(FT00556)
Save the Date: September 13-17, 2021
Transit Industrial Safety Management (FT00457)

Save the Date: May 3-7, 2021
Fundamentals of Bus Collision Investigation
(FT00435)

1
Course Prerequisite: Successful completion of SMS Safety
Awareness (FT00568) and SMS Principles for Transit (FT00564).

Questions and Answers
Posted

New Online Course for
Volunteer Drivers

F

C

lorida RTAP and
Lively Paratransit
Instructional Program (LPIP) held a webinar
on October 20, 2020 titled
The Facts about Paratransit Pre- and Post- Trip
Inspections. The training
was presented by William
Mayer from CUTR, and Randy Free and Todd O’Neal
from Lively PIP. The programs sponsored by FDOT
partnered to discuss the requirements of both the Florida State Management Plan and Rule Chapter 14-90,
FAC, how to perform a basic inspection routine, and
discuss what happens after an inspection occurs and
how to document required repairs. View the webinar
and responses to questions during the Q&A portion.

ommunity Transportation Association of
America’s (CTAA) National Volunteer
Transportation Center and the Volunteers
Insurance Service Association, Inc. have teamed up
to create a new online course specifically designed for
volunteer drivers. This 45-minute self-paced course
covers topics: communication with passengers, safety
of the volunteer's vehicle, avoiding distractions, and
liability and insurance. Following each topic's presentation, the volunteer will be asked a series of multiplechoice questions, which he or she must answer before
moving on to the next topic. Upon completion, the volunteer receives a certificate of completion. There is no
cost to take the course.
For more information or to register visit: https://ctaatraining-and-certification.myshopify.com/products/
volunteer-driver-safety-course-created-as-a-project-ofthe-national-volunteer-transportation-center

